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Recall from the last class
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} What is digital forensics?
} A branch of forensic science concerned with the proper 

acquisition, preservation and analysis of digital evidence, 
typically after an unauthorized access or use has taken place

Timeline
Digital artifacts left

Forensic investigator’s
job starts here

Digital evidence

Incident
reported



Why you want to attend this class?
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} You don’t want the court to reject your evidence!

} Today: we’re going to study why evidence can be rejected



Class roadmap
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} Digital evidence and law

} Law of cybercrime

} Digital crime scene

} Admissibility of digital evidence

} Difficulties in attaining admissibility



Digital evidence and law
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Investigators operate within a legal framework
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Case / incident resolution process
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Acórdão do TRP: Processo 585/11
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} Acórdão do Tribunal da Relação do Porto (TRP) que trata
pedido de recurso pelo arguido no processo 585/11

} Processo: 585/11.6PAOVR.P1
}

} Nº do documento: 
RP20130424585/11.6PAOVR.P1

} Data do acórdão: 04/24/2013

} Descritores: MENSAGEM EM 
SUPORTE DIGITAL, 
AUTORIZAÇÃO DO JIC, CRIME DE 
FALSIDADE INFORMÁTICA, BEM 
JURÍDICO PROTEGIDO, 
ELEMENTOS DO TIPO

} Link: http://goo.gl/F4m7aN
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Processo 585/11: Factos provados
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3) Durante pelo menos um período de 9 dias, no período compreendido entre 3 e 11 
de setembro de 2011, o arguido, pretendendo convencer a C..... a continuar a manter o 
relacionamento amoroso, contactou-a insistentemente via telefone, anunciando-lhe, 
designadamente, que ou ficava com ele ou não ficava com mais ninguém e que se não
fizesse o que o arguido queria, nomeadamente falar com ele, faria difundir via 
internet e remetia pessoalmente para familiares desta vídeos e fotografias de nus e 
de cariz sexual que, juntamente com a ofendida, com o seu consentimento e no 
período de namoro, realizaram;

5) Apesar da sua insistência, o arguido não conseguiu convencer a C..... a reatar a 
relação amorosa;
6) Então, o arguido, sem a autorização ou consentimento da C....., divulgou as fotos e o 
vídeo de cariz sexual que com ela havia feito na internet, através da rede social do 
facebook e do youtube, onde postou as fotos e os vídeos, designadamente no link 
“htpp:www.facebook.com/#!/profile.php?id=100003028…….”;

12) Nos dias 8, 9, 15 e 16 de outubro de 2011, o arguido, utilizando as redes sociais
da internet facebook, orkut e Messenger Hotmail, introduziu no sistema informático do 
webside respetivo dados pessoais da C..... como se fosse a própria e fazê-lo e criou
contas/perfis pessoais e alterou contas/perfis pessoais já existentes;
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Processo 585/11: Sentença?
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No processo comum coletivo nº 585/11.6PAOVR do Juízo de Instância Criminal de 
Ovar, da Comarca do Baixo Vouga, foi submetido a julgamento o arguido B….., com os
demais sinais dos autos.
O acórdão, datado de 01.10.2012 e depositado no mesmo dia, tem o seguinte
dispositivo:
“ Pelo exposto, decide-se condenar o arguido B..... pela prática, em concurso efetivo de
– um (1) crime de ameaça, previsto e punido pelo artigo 153.º, n.º 1 do Código Penal, 
na pena de 3 meses de prisão;
– um (1) crime de ameaça agravado, previsto e punido pelos artigos 153.º, n.º 1 e 
155.º, n.º 1, al. a) do Código Penal, na pena de 2 anos de prisão;
– um (1) crime de perturbação da vida privada, previsto e punido pelo artigo 190.º, n.º 
1 e n.º 2 do Código Penal, na pena de 3 meses de prisão;
– um (1) crime de devassa da vida privada, previsto e punido pelo artigo 192.º, n.º 1, 
al. b) do Código Penal, na pena de 3 meses de prisão; e
– um (1) crime de falsidade informática, previsto e punido pelo artigo 3.º, n.º 1 e n.º 
3 da Lei do Cibercrime, na pena de 2 anos de prisão,
condenando-o, em cúmulo destas, na pena única de três (3) anos de prisão, suspensa
na sua execução por igual período, impondo os seguintes deveres: […]
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Lei do Cibercrime
Lei n.º 109/2009, 15 Setembro – Artigo 3º: Falsidade Informática
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1 - Quem, com intenção de provocar engano nas relações jurídicas, introduzir, modificar, 
apagar ou suprimir dados informáticos ou por qualquer outra forma interferir num tratamento
informático de dados, produzindo dados ou documentos não genuínos, com a intenção de que
estes sejam considerados ou utilizados para finalidades juridicamente relevantes como se o 
fossem, é punido com pena de prisão até 5 anos ou multa de 120 a 600 dias. 

2 - Quando as acções descritas no número anterior incidirem sobre os dados registados ou
incorporados em cartão bancário de pagamento ou em qualquer outro dispositivo que permita o 
acesso a sistema ou meio de pagamento, a sistema de comunicações ou a serviço de acesso
condicionado, a pena é de 1 a 5 anos de prisão. 

3 - Quem, actuando com intenção de causar prejuízo a outrem ou de obter um benefício
ilegítimo, para si ou para terceiro, usar documento produzido a partir de dados informáticos
que foram objecto dos actos referidos no n.º 1 ou cartão ou outro dispositivo no qual se 
encontrem registados ou incorporados os dados objecto dos actos referidos no número
anterior, é punido com as penas previstas num e noutro número, respectivamente. 

4 - Quem importar, distribuir, vender ou detiver para fins comerciais qualquer dispositivo que
permita o acesso a sistema ou meio de pagamento, a sistema de comunicações ou a serviço de 
acesso condicionado, sobre o qual tenha sido praticada qualquer das acções prevista no n.º 2, é
punido com pena de prisão de 1 a 5 anos. 

5 - Se os factos referidos nos números anteriores forem praticados por funcionário no exercício das 
suas funções, a pena é de prisão de 2 a 5 anos.
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Lei do Cibercrime
Lei n.º 109/2009, 15 Setembro – Article 3: Computer-related forgery
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1 - Whoever, with the purpose of deceiving legal relationships, inputs, alters, erases or 
suppresses computer data, or commits any other form of interference with the automatic 
processing of data resulting in inauthentic data or documents, with the intent that it be 
considered or acted upon for legal purposes as if it were authentic, shall be punishable by a 
term of imprisonment up to 5 years or by fine between 120 and 600 days. 

2 - Where actions described in the preceding paragraph concern data registered or incorporated 
in a payment bank card or in any other device enabling access to a payment system or means, 
communications system or conditional access service, offenders shall be punishable by a term of 
imprisonment between 1 and 5 years. 

3 - Whoever, with the purpose of causing damage to another person or of procuring an 
illegitimate benefit for oneself or for another person, uses documents produced from computer 
data subject to acts referred in paragraph 1 or any device wherein data subject to acts referred 
in paragraph 2 are registered or incorporated, shall be punishable by penalties provided 
respectively in one paragraph or another, as appropriate. 

4 - Whoever imports, distributes, sells or holds for commercial purposes any device enabling access 
to a payment system or means, communications system or conditional access service, which has been 
subject to any of the acts referred in paragraph 2, shall be punishable by a term of imprisonment 
between 1 and 5 years. 

5 - Where facts referred to in the preceding paragraphs have been committed by staff in the performance of 
their duties, offenders shall be punishable by a term of imprisonment between 2 and 5 years.
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Processo 585/11: Jurisprudência
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} O TRP fez jurisprudência, criando um entendimento comum
sobre esta matéria, levando a um precedente

I. Comete o crime de falsidade informática aquele que cria informaticamente
contas, nas quais produz dados de perfil não genuínos de outra pessoa, 
através da utilização dos seus dados pessoais que, simulando ser a própria, 
introduz no sistema informático, para criar, via internet, um sítio próprio da 
plataforma da rede social facebook, imagem psicológica, carácter, 
personalidade e identidade daquela pessoa, que não correspondem à
realidade, com intenção de serem considerados genuínos; e, através daquelas
contas, fingindo ser tal pessoa, divulgar conteúdos íntimos da sua vida
pessoal, provocando dessa forma engano, com intenção de que fossem
tomadas por verdeiras e reais, aquelas contas, dessa forma causando prejuízo
à honra e imagem de tal pessoa, como era seu desiderato.

II. Neste crime, o prejuízo não tem de ser patrimonial, pois o bem jurídico que
nele se protege não é o património, mas a confidencialidade, integridade e 
disponibilidade de sistemas informáticos, das redes e dados informáticos.
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Processo 585/11: Provas digitais
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Β.α.2. O Tribunal socorreu-se, ainda, da prova documental que consta dos 
autos, onde se deve realçar:

– fls. 19 a 29, onde surgem diversas imagens da ofendida nas diversas contas
criadas ou alteradas pelo arguido, assim como é visível o inícios dos vídeos
onde a ofendida surge, assim como os links para o mesmo e os comentários
feitos pelo arguido a propósito;

– fls. 36 a 45, onde surgem fotos do teor das mensagens enviadas pelo
arguido à ofendida e à sua mãe; e

– fls. 47, onde surge o teor da mensagem enviada por uma das testemunhas.

} O acórdão refere algumas provas digitais: imagens, videos, 
links, comentários, fotos, e mensagens
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Law of cybercrime
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Definition of crime

} A crime is an offensive act against society that violates 
a law and is punishable by the state

} Two important principles in this definition:
1. The act must violate at least one current criminal law
2. It is the state (not the victim) that punishes the violator

} Given this, until a law exists addressing an action, 
there is no “crime” in doing it
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Criminal statutes

} Criminal laws are defined in rules called “criminal statutes” (PT: 
legislação penal)

} All criminal statutes define crimes in terms that include:
1. Required acts
2. A required state of mind (“intent”)

} The prosecutor (PT: Ministério Público) tries to persuade the 
judge and/or jury that the person charged with the crime (the 
“defendant” – PT: arguido):
1. Did the acts
2. Had the intent described in the statute
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Cybercrime
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} The terms computer crime, cyber crime, information crime, and 
high-tech crime are generally used interchangeably

} Computer crime mainly refers to a limited set of offenses that 
are specifically defined in laws such as:
} The U.S. Computer Fraud
} The UK Computer Abuse Act
} Lei do Cibercrime, in Portugal

} Definition of cybercrime: “Any illegal act involving a 
computer, its systems, or its applications” (EC-Council)
} EC-Council: International Council of Electronic Commerce Consultants
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Examples of cybercrime
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} Theft of intellectual property 
} Any act that would allow an individuals to get access to patents, trade 

secret, customer data, sales trends and any other confidential information 
that can be of monetary gain

} Identity theft
} When fraudsters access enough information about someone’s identity (such 

as their name, date of birth, addresses) to commit identity fraud

} Identity fraud
} The use of stolen identity in criminal activity to obtain goods or services by 

deception, e.g.: open bank accounts, obtain credit cards, loans and state 
benefits, order goods in your name, take over your existing accounts
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Examples of cybercrime
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} Financial fraud
} Any type of criminal behavior that uses fraudulent solicitation to 

prospective victims to conduct fraudulent transactions

} Cyberbullying and cyberstalking
} The act of harming or harassing via information technology networks in a 

repeated and deliberate manner
} Victims of cyberbullying are children, victims of cyberstalking are adults

} Child pornography

} Cyber extortion
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Examples of cybercrime (cont.)
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} Denial of service attacks 
} Aim at stopping legitimate requests to a network over the Internet by 

subjecting the network to illegitimate requests

} Hacker system penetrations
} A network or system penetration occurs when an outsider gets access to 

the network and changes settings within the network

} Planting of malicious programs (malware)
} Virus are attached to applications and cannot replicate themselves alone; 

can affect machines and seek to affect other vulnerable systems 
} Worms seek to replicate themselves over the network thereby hogging 

resources apart from creating malfunctions
} Trojan horses and backdoors are programs that allow an intruder to 

retain access to a compromised machine
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Cybercrime in Portugal: Lei do Cibercrime
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} Lei n.º 109/2009, de 15 de Setembro
} http://goo.gl/PTg2oj

} CAPÍTULO II: Disposições penais materiais
} Artigo 3.º: Falsidade informática

} Computer-related forgery
} Artigo 4.º: Dano relativo a programas ou outros dados 

informáticos
} Damage caused to programs or other computer data

} Artigo 6.º: Acesso ilegítimo
} Illegal access

} Artigo 8.º: Reprodução ilegítima de programa protegido
} Illegal reproduction of protected programmes
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Categories of computer crime
} Computers are involved in offences in two ways:

} Computer as target: computer or its data is the crime target
} E.g., viruses and worms, trojan Horses, theft of data, software piracy, 

defacing Corporate web sites...

} Computer as tool: computer is used to commit the crime
} E.g. stalking, gambling, child pornography, counterfeiting, forgery, identity 

theft, phishing, drug trafficking, burglary, homicide…

} In some cases, the computer can be both the target and the tool
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The key points…

} The main point is that computers can be used in a 
wide variety of criminal activities

} Since a “crime” requires an existing law, that places a 
heavy burden on law makers

} More often than not, the law lags behind the crimes 
that are in progress
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Digital crime scene
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Digital evidence
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} Digital evidence:
Any data stored or transmitted using a computer 
that support or refute a theory of how an offense 
occurred or that address critical elements of the 
offense such as intent or alibi (Casey11)

} Digital crime scene:
The electronic environment where digital evidence 
can potentially exist (Rogers, 2005)



A guiding principle in traditional forensics
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} Locard’s Exchange Principle
} In the commission of a crime, the perpetrator 

leaves something at the crime scene, and 
takes away with him something from the 
crime scene. These “somethings” are evidence

Dr. Edmond Locard
(1877-1966):
director of the very 
first crime 
laboratory in 
existence, located 
in Lyon, France

“Toute action de l’homme, et a fortiori, l’action
violente qu’est un crime, ne peut pas se dérouler
sans laisser quelque marque” (1934)



“Every contact leaves a trace”
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} Or stated more colorfully:

Wherever he steps, wherever he touches, whatever he leaves, 
even without consciousness, will serve as a silent witness 
against him, his fingerprints or his footprints, but his hair, the 
fibers from his clothes, the glass he breaks, the tool mark he 
leaves, the paint he scratches, the blood he deposits or 
collects. All of  these and more, bear mute witness against him. 
This is evidence that does not forget. It is not confused by the 
excitement of  the moment. It is not absent because human 
witnesses are. It is factual evidence. Physical evidence cannot 
be wrong, it cannot perjure itself, it cannot be wholly absent. 
Only human failure to find it, study and understand it, can 
diminish its value.

Paul L. Kirk, 1953



Task of forensic investigators when crime 
occurs
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} Recognize, document, and 
collect evidence from both the 
scene of a crime, and anything 
or anyone that may have come 
in contact with the crime scene

} Solving the crime is then 
dependent on the investigators 
ability to piece together the 
evidence to form a picture of 
what happened

What if computers are 
involved?



Does the LEP hold in the digital world?
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} Suppose a subject visits amazon.com and logs in there. 

} What evidence of this “visit” does he leave at the server?

} What evidence of this “visit” does he take with him?

login



The LEP holds in the digital world as well
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} What evidence of this “visit” does he leave at the server?
} An entry in the web server log
} …

} What evidence of this “visit” does he take with him?
} A cookie from the amazon.com server
} Your browser caches a copy of the web pages you visit
} Your browser keeps a history of all the pages you've visited
} …



More examples of “things you leave”
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} Login attempts: Every attempt to login to a system, successful or 
not, is logged in file /var/log/auth.log

} Commands executed:  Every command executed is logged. The 
sysadmin tool lastcomm lists every command executed by any user

Nov  1 08:38:05 rona sshd[3962]: pam_unix(sshd:auth): 
authentication failure; logname= uid=0 euid=0 tty=ssh
rhost=131.122.6.104  user=mxxxxxx

Nov  1 08:38:05 rona sshd[3962]: Accepted password for stahl
from 131.122.6.104 port 49961 ssh2

Nov  1 08:38:05 rona sshd[3962]: pam_unix(sshd:session): 
session opened for user mxxxxxx by (uid=0)

md5sum                 mxxxxxx  ??         0.00 secs Thu Nov  3 07:36
bash              F    mxxxxxx  ??         0.00 secs Thu Nov  3 07:36
ssh                    mxxxxxx  ??         0.00 secs Thu Nov  3 07:36
bash              F    mxxxxxx  ??         0.00 secs Thu Nov  3 07:36



More examples of “things you take”
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} Recently accessed files: Files opened recently appear in the 
Windows registry:

} Visited networks: The MAC addresses of the gateway routers for 
networks you’ve been connected to are recorded in the registry:

HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Explorer\Rece
ntDocs

KEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows 
NT\CurrentVersion\NetworkList\Signatures



Digital “things” can link suspects to crime scenes

Krenar Lusha
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An Albanian immigrant living illegally in the UK, Krenar
Lusha was convicted and jailed on evidence that he intended 
to commit terrorist acts. The physical evidence against him 
was limited, aside from 19 gallons of gasoline.
The only pertinent evidence that held up in court was digital 
information—investigators found manuals on building 
bombs and detonators on Lusha's computer, and that he 
watched gruesome executions carried out by terrorist 
groups. Finally, Lusha sealed his fate by bragging on online 
dating sites that he was a sniper and a terrorist.



Computers add digital dimension to investigations
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} Transfers occurs in 
both the physical and 
digital realms and 
can provide links 
between both realms

} Existence of such links 
between the offender 
and crime scene 
become stronger and 
easier to demonstrate



Admissibility of digital evidence
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Only admissible evidence be accepted in court

} What makes evidence “admissible”?
} Short answer – if a judge says it is, it is…

} Judges use guidelines for admissibility:
} Is the evidence relevant?
} Is the evidence authentic?
} Is the evidence credible?
} Was the evidence collected legally?

} An overriding principle is the “exclusionary rule” which 
says it is not admissible if these criteria are not met
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Is it relevant?

} The question of relevance is usually the first considered by a 
judge:  If it is not relevant, then it will not be admissible

} To be deemed relevant, evidence must satisfy 2 conditions:
1. It must be material – directly relating to the case being presented
2. It must be probative – proves something that will help get to the 

truth of the situation
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Example:

In US vs. Carey (1998), the investigator found child pornography on a 
machine while searching for evidence on drug-related activity but the 
images were inadmissible because they were outside the scope of the 
warrant



Is it authentic?
} The question of authenticity is basically asking if the 

evidence is what it purports to be

} This requires asking a number of questions which include:
} Was it collected correctly?
} Could it have been altered in any way?

} Must show that:
} Evidence was acquired from a specific computer and / or location
} A complete and accurate copy of digital evidence was acquired
} Evidence remained unchanged since it was collected
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Is it credible?
} This requires asking a number of questions which include:

} Is the material an opinion (hearsay)?
} Is the evidence sustained by the testimony of an expert witness?

} Knowledge from secondary sources is ‘hearsay evidence’ 
and is, in principle, inadmissible
} I.e., not what the witness knows personally, but what someone else 

told him or her

} For instance: an e-mail message may be used to prove that 
an individual made certain statements, but cannot be used 
to prove the truth of the statements it contains
} Larry Froistad sent a message to an e-mail list saying he had killed 

his daughter, but a confession and other evidence were needed
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Exceptions to the hearsay rule
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} Business records
} Documents compiled by the ordinary course of a business 

(e.g., emails, records, memoranda, etc.)
} Were supplied by a person who had personal knowledge of 

the matters dealt with

} When a person is not involved, namely computer-
generated data
} A person is not making an assertion
} E.g., logs, network traces, etc.
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Was evidence obtained legally?
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} Search warrants are required
} The most common mistake that prevents digital evidence from 

being admitted by courts is that it is obtained without authorization

} Privacy violations render evidence inadmissible

} Directives for data privacy protection defined by law
} EU: Framework Decision 2005/222/JHA on attacks against 

information systems

} Portugal: Lei do Cibercrime

} USA: First and fourth amendments to the U.S. Constitution
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European law

} Council of Europe (CoE) legislation (47 Members)
} The Convention on Cybercrime (CETS 185)
} Cybercrime Convention on racism through computer systems (CETS 

189)
} Protection of children against sexual abuse (CETS 201)

} EU legislation (28 Members)
} Framework Decision 2005/222/JHA on attacks against 

information systems (Lisbon treaty)

} PT legislation
} Lei 109/2009 – Lei do cibercrime
} Transposition of Framework decision
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Lei do Cibercrime
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} Lei n.º 109/2009, de 15 de Setembro

} CAPÍTULO III: Disposições processuais
} Artigo 12.º: Preservação expedita de dados
} Artigo 13.º: Revelação expedita de dados de tráfego
} Artigo 15.º: Pesquisa de dados informáticos
} Artigo 16.º: Apreensão de dados informáticos
} Artigo 17.º: Apreensão de correio electrónico e registos de 

comunicações de natureza semelhante
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EU’s Data Protection Directive
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http://ec.europa.eu/justice/data-protection/

Everyone has the right to the protection of personal data.

Under EU law, personal data can only be gathered legally under strict conditions,
for a legitimate purpose. Furthermore, persons or organisations which collect and
manage your personal information must protect it from misuse and must respect
certain rights of the data owners which are guaranteed by EU law.

Every day within the EU, businesses, public authorities and individuals transfer vast
amounts of personal data across borders. Conflicting data protection rules in
different countries would disrupt international exchanges. Individuals might also be
unwilling to transfer personal data abroad if they were uncertain about the level of
protection in other countries.

Therefore, common EU rules have been established to ensure that your personal
data enjoys a high standard of protection everywhere in the EU. You have the right
to complain and obtain redress if your data is misused anywhere within the EU
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Privacy in USA
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} First amendment to the U.S. Constitution: Protects 

speech and religion from government interference

} Fourth amendment: protects citizens from 

unreasonable search and seizure
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4th Amendment when acquiring evidence
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} When does evidence “seizure” occur?

} Who owns the computer that contains data?

} What type of image is “good enough” to be searched?

} Do attempts to delete data involve privacy or indicate a cover-
up?

} When searching a network, where do you stop?

} What if one search leads to another?  Where does one search 
stop and another begin?
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After Sept. 11, 2001, the USA PATRIOT Act1
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Greatly broadened FBI’s authority to gather electronic evidence
} Allows:

} Intercept voice communications in computer hacking cases
} Trace communications on the Internet
} Subpoena for cable company records
} Intercept communications of computer trespassers
} ISPs can disclose content and non-content information in 

emergency situations
} Nationwide search warrants for e-mail
} “Sneak & Peek” – Permits investigator to delay notification of 

“search”
} Establishment of Regional Computer Forensic laboratories 

1 Uniting and Strengthening America by Providing Appropriate Tools Required to Intercept and 
Obstruct Terrorism
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Difficulties to attaining admissibility
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Ensuring evidence is admissible is not trivial
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The case of the Stolen Exams

Original site:
http://goo.gl/zuYt85
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This is Blaine, faculty at the Open University

The case of the Stolen Exams
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My name is Blaine Price – I’m the 
Course Team Chair of the Open 

University course C1080: computer 
forensics and investigations. I’d like to 
show you something I found on eBay 

last week.
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The case of the Stolen Exams (cont.)
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This is an ad for a memory 
stick containing the answers 

for upcoming Open 
University exams. So I asked 

a friend to buy it for me.
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The case of the Stolen Exams (cont.)
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This arrived... USB memory stick, 
Open University branded. Let’s 

see what’s on it. 
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The case of the Stolen Exams (cont.)
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OK, there are the files for the answers and the 
questions for the exams for the next year for a 

couple of courses.
Now USB devices like this often contain serial 
numbers. And the computer keeps a record of 
almost all the USB devices ever plugged into it, 

including the date and time it was first plugged in 
and the last time it was plugged in. Let’s see what 

we’ve got on this one.

I’m going to run a program called USBDeview. 
This asks the computer to list all the USB devices 

on it and all the characteristics. 
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The case of the Stolen Exams (cont.)
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Here’s the flash drive I just plugged in 
and it’s got a serial number, so I’ll take a 
note of it. Now let’s go and see if we can 
find a computer that’s had this memory 
stick plugged into it and find out whose 

it is.
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The case of the Stolen Exams (cont.)
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I’ve heard that Crispin, one of our 
Course Managers, is selling things on 

eBay, so let’s see if he’s at his desk. He’s 
there, let’s see if we can lure him away.
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The case of the Stolen Exams (cont.)
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Crispin, it’s Blaine here. Listen, 
I’ve got an Associate Dean on my 

back, I really need those 
consultancy contracts now. I’m in 
the Perry Building, room 12, can 

you run over and bring them 
over? Thanks, bye.
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The case of the Stolen Exams (cont.)
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That’ll keep him busy, there is no room 12! 

Ah, he’s left himself logged in, good! I’m going to stick 
this Helix3 CD in to see if we can use the forensic 

tools to see what he’s got on his computer. It’ll take a 
moment to load.
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The case of the Stolen Exams (cont.)
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Rehana: Hi Blaine, 
does Crispy know 

you’re on his 
computer? Um, it’s OK, he, 

er, asked me to 
find some files 

for him.

Oh, OK.
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The case of the Stolen Exams (cont.)
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That was close! Let’s carry on and see if we can find the 
image of the disk. I’m going to run the USBDeview

program again. This is the same one we ran on the other 
computer and we’ll see if we can find if that USB stick has 
been plugged in here.  And there it is. The serial number 

there I’m sure matches the one I recorded… yep that’s it! 
So we know it’s been plugged in here.
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The case of the Stolen Exams (cont.)
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We don’t know if it was a long time ago or if Crispy actually 
was the one who put the ad on eBay, so let’s see if we can 

find evidence of him having put the ad on.

Here we’ve got a program that will show us a history of 
everything that’s ever been looked at on Internet Explorer 
in the cache. OK, here’s a list of all the files he’s looked at 

with Internet Explorer.  And if I look down the list… there, 
eBay! And there is the title matching the title of the ad we 

saw, so we know that this computer was used to look at the 
ad on eBay. 
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The case of the Stolen Exams (cont.)
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So we know that the ad was placed 
on Crispin’s machine, we need to find 
out that Crispin was at the machine 
at the time. One way to do that is to 
look at the operating system to see 

when he was logged in.

This program shows all the times 
that someone is logged in and out of 
this computer and we can see that 
someone was logged in at the time. 
We’ll have to check the network 

records to make sure it was Crispin 
who was logged in.
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The case of the Stolen Exams (cont.)
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Finally, we really need to find the file on this 
computer that has the exam answers on it. So first 
we’ll do a search of all the files on the disk to see if 

it was left on here. OK… and I can see files that 
have ‘exam’ and ‘answers’ in them, but none of these 

are the ones we found on the USB stick.

The other place they could be is in 
the Recycle Bin, if he deleted them. 
Let’s look there. The Recycle Bin 
only has half a dozen items in it 

and none of them match the 
filenames, so if they were on this 

disk they’ve been deleted.
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The case of the Stolen Exams (cont.)
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One other thing that people 
often forget is that Windows 

keeps a record of the files you’ve 
used recently. Let’s look in the 
‘recently used files’ list and see 
what comes up.  And there is it. 
You can see in the list of the last 

ten used documents that the 
filenames of these files were 

here, so these files were 
probably on this computer. 
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The case of the Stolen Exams (cont.)
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If we had some more time, I’d take an 
image of this disk, take it away and 

look at it with another tool because 
when Windows deletes a file it 

doesn’t actually erase it, it just marks 
it for reuse. And if Windows hasn’t 
had to reuse that space, then the 

whole file will still be there.

So what do we do now? We have a 
fair amount of evidence against 

Crispin. Do we call his boss? The 
Dean? Campus Security? The Police? 
Or, should we call my boss? Did I do 

anything wrong?
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Problems, as reported by Blaine
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} There were a number of problems with the way I conducted the 
investigation.

} The investigation starts OK with the initial indication that something 
illegal might be happening, but I quickly got carried away. Stumbling 
across some evidence is one thing, but carrying out an entire 
investigation on my own is another.

} Once I had the initial evidence, I should have reported it to senior 
management. After considering all the relevant laws, regulations and 
any other obligations the University may have, management may 
then choose to commission me, or someone else, to carry out an 
investigation.
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Problems, as reported by Blaine (cont.)
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} Any investigation must have a clear purpose and scope 
defined in advance. For example:
} Am I to try to find all instances of exam selling in the University?
} Or just track down the one culprit behind this ad?
} Am I to search one individual’s computer or try to look at central emails 

servers or ask eBay for access to their data? 
} Are my findings to be kept confidential?

} It’s very easy for an investigation to have ‘scope creep’, so 
answering these questions up front is crucial
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Problems, as reported by Blaine (cont.)
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} I also need to make sure that management is advised of any relevant 
legal issues.

} For example, if I have an indication that a criminal law has been 
violated, then management should contact the police.

} But even if it is a strictly internal, confidential matter, we still have to 
comply with the law in terms of privacy and permitted surveillance.

} So let’s assume that I am now conducting a properly commissioned 
and scoped investigation. Let’s see what happens next.
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Problems, as reported by Blaine (cont.)
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} Setting aside the fact that I had an unknown person purchase this, 
the first big issue is the continuity of evidence. I took the USB 
drive out of a previously opened envelope. We don’t know who 
might have touched the drive from the point the postman delivered 
it until I showed it to you.

} Now, ignoring the fact that I didn’t handle the drive using gloves, so 
any fingerprint or DNA evidence is now tainted, the second issue is 
just as crucial.

} I insert it into my Windows laptop, which will certainly be writing 
information to the drive contaminating the original evidence.
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Problems, as reported by Blaine (cont.)
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} Next, I lied to Crispin to get him away from his computer and I lied 
to Rehana about having his permission to use the computer. Article 
8 of the European Convention on Human Rights guarantees an 
individual’s right to privacy with only a few exceptions.

} The Open University’s Computing Code of Conduct prohibits me 
from accessing computers without authorisation. In order to violate 
Crispin’s right to privacy I would need specific authorisation from 
senior management who should have noted why it was necessary. 

} So by now I’ve probably committed at least one criminal offence.
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Problems, as reported by Blaine (cont.)
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} Now the remainder of my investigation reveals a number of smoking 
guns on Crispin’s machine: the evidence of the USB drive being 
plugged in, the remnants of the eBay ad in the internet cache and 
the exam files in the ‘recently used files’ list. 

} The main problem with this evidence is that I found it while working 
directly on Crispin’s machine. This means that I was actually 
causing modifications to Crispin’s machine as I was examining it. 

} Crispin could now claim that any of the things on his disk were due 
to my actions since it is no longer possible to separate the 
consequences of my actions from his and it will be impossible for 
someone else to reproduce the evidence because my actions have 
irreparably changed the contents of the disk. I should work on a 
forensic copy of Crispin’s machine.
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Conclusions

} Computers can be used in a wide variety of criminal 
activities, which are sanctioned by law

} Evidence must be admissible, which is determined by the 
judge according to a set of exclusionary rules: relevance, 
authenticity, credibility, and proper search and seizure

} To reduce the chance of producing inadmissible evidence, 
digital investigators must follow a strict methodology
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